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Michael Muir is a 2007 Conemaugh Township alumni. Upon graduating from high school, Michael went on 

to obtain a Bachelor of Science degree in actuarial science at Penn State University in 2011. Today, he is a 

Senior Associate in the Health and Benefits consulting practice of Willis Towers Watson--a renowned global 

financial services firm. There, he serves as a strategic advisor to large employers in the design and 

management of their health & benefit programs. Before joining WTW in 2021, Michael was responsible for 

quantifying the financial value driven by Quantum Health's healthcare navigation and care coordination 

program for large, self-funded employers. Prior to Quantum Health, Michael began his career at an insurance 

brokerage firm where he advised mid-to-large market employers on the financial aspects of their benefits 

strategies. Outside of the office, Michael is a licensed pilot and an Airbnb "Superhost". Since 2013, he's logged 

almost 1,000 hours as pilot-in-command and has hosted over 700 guests from 16 different countries.  

 

Selecting a single standout teacher is challenging for Michael. During his time at CT, he was able to learn and 

bond with many of the teachers, who in turn shaped him into the person his is today. In Mr. Cable's world 

cultures class, the weekly current event quizzes served as enlightening gateways to the global community, 

cultivating a rich appreciation for cultures around the globe. Mr. King delved into the world of literature, 

emphasizing the value of thoughtful debate. The analytical thinking skills learned in Mr. Kendig's calculus and 

Ms. Risch's physics classes became invaluable in his actuarial pursuits. As for Mrs. Bartoletti's Spanish class, 

while he didn't achieve fluency, she brought big energy to the classroom that made every lesson memorable 

and fun. Even in Mrs. Lehman's home economics class he mastered the culinary delight of French toast. Each 

educator, in their unique way, played a pivotal role in shaping his academic trajectory and personal 

development.  

 

Memories are made at CT. For Michael, his favorite memories were made at Friday night football games, 

basketball playoff runs, school dances, but above all, it's the laughter, inside jokes, and the lifelong friendships 

that he cherished the most.  Selecting a single standout teacher is challenging for Michael. During 

his time at CT, he was able to learn and bond with many of the teachers, who in turn shaped him 

into the person his is today. In Mr. Cable's world cultures class, the weekly current event quizzes 

served as enlightening gateways to the global community, cultivating a rich appreciation for 

cultures around the globe. Mr. King delved into the world of literature, emphasizing the value of 

thoughtful debate. The analytical thinking skills learned in Mr. Kendig's calculus and Ms. Risch's 

physics classes became invaluable in his actuarial pursuits. As for Mrs. Bartoletti's Spanish class, 



while he didn't achieve fluency, she brought big energy to the classroom that made every lesson 

memorable and fun. Even in Mrs. Lehman's home economics class he mastered the culinary 

delight of French toast. Each educator, in their unique way, played a pivotal role in shaping his 

academic trajectory and personal development.  

 Memories are made at CT. For Michael, his favorite memories were made at Friday night 

football games, basketball playoff runs, school dances, but above all, it's the laughter, inside 

jokes, and the lifelong friendships that he cherished the most.   
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